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Students Strive

Orchestra Continues

to Diversify

Herman's Big Band Sound

Kenyon's Curriculum

"A SOLDIER'S STORY gets a 10. A
flawless film with superb
performances. See it."
KCBS-T- V

ige Kenyon Collegian
Established
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Library Experiences Periodical Problems

News Briefs

periodicals, whose publishers first discovered

By Reid S. Carlberg

Retrial Starts
Jury selection began Monday for the retrial
of a mentally retarded man sentenced to
death for the strangulation and rape of a

year old girl. The Ohio Supreme Court
overturned that decision in 1987 so that the
defense lawyer's claim that the defendant had
and
the mental development of a
thus his silence after being read his his Miranda rights was misinterpreted as proof of his
seven

10-year-o-

ld,

sanity.

Harvard Puts Woman
on

Board

The first woman in 353 years was elected to
Harvard University's highest governing
board, The Harvard Corporation, Sunday.
J. Richards Hope, a D.C. lawyer, was named
to the seven member board during a private
meeting. The corporation meets bimonthly to
determine matters of legal, fiscal, educational and institutional policy.

The Kenyon library system, like many
other academic and public libraries around
the country, is currently facing severe
periodical price increases that threaten present and future periodical buildings.
According to Ralph W. Holibaugh, Director of Libraries, publishers are raising the
prices of subscriptions far beyond what
would be considered appropriate based on inflationary pressures. While inflation has been
gradually pushing up rates since World War
II, the problem has more recently become, he
notes, a case where the publishers "know
what the market will bear" and are willing to
exploit that.
While the actual cause of this problem
seems to be under some dispute, Holibaugh
points to the high value of leading edge information and the quest for academic prestige as
two probable sources. Publishers cater to
new and rapidly expanding fields requiring
outlets for research information, such as the
area, where, within six to
nine months, four publications started, all
solely to publication of semdevoted
semi-conduct-

or

iconductor research.

Holibaugh noted that the monetary problem revolves primarily around foreign science

leading Chinese newspaper has recently

China. This is one of the harshest criticisms
of Mao to date and may have state support.
The article reflects a general loss of esteem
for Mao. It went on to say that the state
should not flinch from a
leader.

reevaluation of the

Gray Drops

Job

C. Boyden Gray, President Bush's counsel
and ethics advisor, resigned Monday as chairman of his family-owne- d
$500 million com-

munications company, putting his assets in a
blind trust. Gray has held a paid chairman's
job with the company for the last six years.
He made over $80,000 a year in the
endeavour. He failed to report this income in
1985 and 1986. The White House Press Secretary was quoted as saying that Gray still
"has the President's highest trust and confidence and will remain a primary advisor to
'he President on ethics."

the low number of foreign science periodical subscriptions. What he does envision is the establishment of a Kenyon faculty network that will
help keep the problem of rising subscription
rates from being compounded by increased
subscription requests. This network will also
ensure that the periodicals the library is
subscribing to are the most current and
noteworthy in their fields. It will also decide
which subscriptions may be dropped in order
to acquire recommended additions.
In the past, the accepted solution to these
increases has been to increase the periodical
budget. However, it has come to the point
where increases in the periodical budget take
money away from the book budget, further
limiting the acquisitions potential of a
library. The magnitude of the problem suggests that new solutions must be found.

During Thanksgiving vacation Kenyon
tested several campus buildings for radon, a
naturally occurring radioactive gas and
leading cause of lung cancer in the United
States. The College hired a laboratory to conduct the testing and select the buildings to be
tested. With the exception of Rosse Hall, all
buildings were subject to three day preliminary tests to determine if follow up testing
was in order. The test results, which were
received by Kenyon on Jan. 22 indicated that
most of the buildings surveyed had levels of
under four pCi1, which the EPA considers
in the "average or slightly above average"
range for residential structures.
There are, however, some areas of continued concern to the College, including the
basement of the Chapel, one of the lounges
in Hanna, (the basement of Bailey) and the
Shoppes. Levels of these areas fall within the
4-2-

0

pCi1

level, and as such should be sub-

ject to a three month test. The EPA writes
that radon levels in the 0 pCi1 range "are
considered above average" and recommends
that action be taken to reduce radon exposure. The comparable risk of getting lung
cancer for long term exposure to a level of
pCi1 is five times that of a
4-2-

1

non-smoke-

most alarming data concerns the
radon level of Rosse Hall, which has been
confirmed by a three month test at 22 pCi1.
The risk of lung cancer by long term exposure to these levels is comparable to smoking two packs of cigarettes a day. Joseph
Nelson, Vice President of finance and in
charge of grounds, says that the College is
looking into possible actions. This is a problem that is just beginning to be dealt with by
colleges and universities, said Nelson, and
there is not a clear course of action. The most
likely plan so far has been to introduce more
air into the building through the ventilating
system, but to date nothing has actually been
The

By Eric Grodsky

Reappraised
A

their ability to manipulate libraries. However, during the past four or five years, it has
also spread into other disciplines and, more
recently, other mediums; including books.
Kenyon subscribes to approximately 1,100
annually, with an operating
periodicals
periodical budget of approximately $142,000.
While Kenyon will be forced to adopt new
subscribing strategies, Holibaugh does not
think that the College will be hard hit, due to

College Tests for Radon

Mao's Legacy

charged that the former leader Mao Zedung
brought great disasters to the people of
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r.

done.
As far as other campus buildings, Nelson
indicated that long term tests have been
ordered for areas in the 420 pCi1 level, and
will be implemented on their arrival (in a few
weeks). The campus is also getting quotes
from various environmental consultants for
their assistance in the matter.
The EPA urges individuals to spend less
time in areas with high concentations of
radon to reduce the duration of exposure.
Another measure to limit health risks is to
open all windows and turn on fans to improve air circulation. Radon has been found
primarily in basements and in areas with poor

ventilation.

One possible solution, Holibaugh notes, is
the sharing of a subscription between several
academic institutions. Four or five institutions could split the cost of a $2,000 annual
subscription to a certain periodical. While
decreasing the short term monetary stress,
this suggestion fails to find a permanent
answer to the over-al- l
question, suggests

Holibaugh.
In the long run, Holibaugh stated that the
most practical solution will be for academic
institutions to enter into the publishing
business. This will provide access to an outlet
for scientific research, as well as an affordable alternative to relying on foreign science
periodicals for libraries. It will, he noted, be
a fairly long time before this is adopted and
accepted inthe mass market.
Holibaugh further noted that this system
has created a paradoxical situation. In
academic institutions where faculty depend
on research grants, researchers often have to
pay to have their original research considered
for publication in the more prestigious
periodicals. Once they have been accepted
for publication, the institution that sponsored the research (either through grants of
facilities) has to buy back the results in the
form of a subscription to whichever
periodical the piece was published in.

Common Grounds
to be Reviewed
By Heather Reynolds

Common Grounds, Kenyon's student run
cafe, was written up in an article that will be
featured in Seventeen Magazine in May.
Written by freelance writer Karen Bokran,
the article should be small with a picture of
seniors Chandra Billiar, Jennifer Maloney,
Peter Groustra, Racheal Allman and Anne
Cunningham, the entrepreneurs of the coffee
shop.
Bokran, a friend of the Groustra family,
decided to feature Common Grounds when
she learned of its success. She wanted to
spread the idea across the country to provide
alternatives to
living proof that
boredom do exist.
Since then Cleveland State University and
other colleges have contacted Common
Grounds to ask about starting similar operations. Cunningham is presently working on a
booklet to be kept in Kenyon's Career
Development Center, documenting the steps
she and her partners took to make Common
Grounds succeed so other students can effectively continue its operation next year.
In the past, such entertainment as "open
mike night," Sunday night Hika readings and
see COMMON GROUND pane eight
non-alcohol-

ic
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Peculiar Observations
In pondering the state of our school this week, the editorial board has come across
several peculiar facts. A partial list of these facts and observations is as follows:

The political science department as a whole did remarkably little to encourage
students to attend the Sarah Weddington lectureship, and very few professors attended
1

themselves.
2) The ratio of faculty to majors in the English department. The comparison of this to
the faculty: major ratio in any other department.
3) The number of popular visiting professors who are leaving after this year because
their respective departments are unable to accommodate them.

4) The surprisingly low number of women professors in certain departments.
5) The marked increase in die turnover rate of the administration in the last couple of
years.
6) The large
7) The lack

number of

alcohol-relate- d

of community cohesiveness

car accidents on our
in

Written by members

mile-lon- g

campus.

our College of under 2,000.

of the editorial board.
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be signed and
typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission.

News Editor: Jeff Stevens

Perspective Editor: John Douglass
Features Editor: Liza Hamm
Sports Editors: Russell Brightman, Scott Johnson
Photography Coordinator: Keith Calcagno
Business Manager: Eric Grodsky
Circulation Manager: Michael Sering
Editorial Board: Nancy Faris, Eric Grodsky, Richard Kleinfeldt and John Roman

Podesta Gives Student Lectureship
On Wed., Feb. 15 at 8:00 p.m.
Auditorium Student Lectureships

in Biology
will pre-

a lecture by political consultant,
strategist, and commentator,
Anthony
Podesta. A Washington attorney, he is the
founding president of People For The
sent

The Kenyon Collegian is published every Thursday while the College is in session, except during
examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the
views of Kenyon College. Yearly subscriptions are $22.00; checks should be made payable to The
Kenyon Collegian. Our mailing address is Kenyon Collegian, Student Affairs Center, Kenyon
College, Gambier, Ohio 43022.

Mr. Kenyon is Sorry to Offend
To the Editor:
This letter regards the annual (or biannual) Mr. Kenyon Contest. The purpose of
the Mr. Kenyon Contest is to raise money for
United Way. It has traditionally been a spoof
of beauty contests, with the goal of entertaining a Kenyon audience while raising money.
In the past, the questionnaire has been used
to give the committee an idea of what the
contestants are like. I recognize that some of
the questions are unimportant and will be excluded in the future. As many of these questions have been considered to be "unconstitutional" and "offensive", it has been the decision of the chair of the committee to disregard information submitted on the former
questionnaire and give a new questionnaire
to those individuals who are participating in
the event. I would also like to apologize for
any offense persons have felt, as it was not
our intention to offend.
As Chair of the Committee for three years,
I have never received any comment concerning the sexist nature of the contest
until this
year. As a committee, we are and always have
been open to suggestions from the communi

ty to change the current Contest. This year, I
received an impassioned letter from "an infuriated member of the Student body" who
criticized the contest for its sexist nature, and
me for allowing these sexist views to flourish.
Criticism is always present in any community, but it is constructive criticism that is
welcomed and encouraged to bring about
change. If any member of the community
wishes to share their views on changing the
contest, please address them to me via the
SAC.
To reiterate, the intention of the contest is
to have fun, not at the expense of any person
or group, but with the contestants who enter
for a good cause. It breaks the monotony of
the February blues, and raises money for
United Way. Sponsors from Mount Vernon
and Gambier have been extremely helpful in
donating prizes and gift certificates for those
who participate. I hope this letter clears up
any
and elicits a
response from those who would like to help
for the future.
mis-understandin-

gs,

Thank You,
Margaret Tuttle- - chair, Mr. Kenyon 1989

American Way, a 275,000 member nonpartisan citizen's organization working for the
protection of constitutional liberties and civil
rights. Mr. Podesta led the group from its
origin in the fall of 1980 to become what is
now one of the nation's leading public interest groups. His lecture is entitled, Separation of Church and State: The Rise of the
Evangelical Right.
An influential spokesperson for civil liberties, he has made several television appearances on CBS, NBC, ABC, PBS, and
CNN news programs. His nationally syndicated radio commentary, "In The Public
Interest," is heard weekly across the country.
Articles by Mr. Podesta have been published
in the New York Times, Washington Post,
Los Angeles Times, Chicago Tribune, and
Wall Street Journal, among other newspapers and periodicals.

Committed to protecting America's
separation of church and state, Mr. Podesta
is at odds with those such as Pat Robertson
and Jerry Falwell who contend that America
must be a "Christian nation." In a recent
H all Street Journal article he took issue with
former Secretary of Education William Bennett who asserted that public schools should
encourage religious belief and "strengthen
n
tradition." Podesta
the
wrote, "There is no need for the public
schools to promote any one religion, nor to
promote some entity called
nor even to promote religious
Judeo-Christia-

'Judeo-Christianity-

,'

belief in all its forms. The public schools
should do a better job of teaching about
religion, but it isn't their role to teach

religion."
Anthony Podesta is a leading advocate for
the protection of constitutional liberties and
relaan expert in the field of church-stat- e
tions. His lecture promises to be of great interest to all those concerned with the philosophic and practical questions surrounding
the role of religion in American politics.
Anil Mammen

OCS News

If you want to study and travel in Europe next fall, then maybe the GLCA European
Urban Term is for you. Students attend lectures on various topics of historical, social
and political issues facing the countries they are in. These countries include Yugoslavia,
the Netherlands and England. If you are interested in finding out more, a slide presentation will be given by Prof. Michael Evans, a past Urban Term director, this coming
Tuesday during Common Hour in Acland House. Refreshments will be served.
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The Woody Herman Orchestra Bellows Out The Tunes
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By Brian Barna
Last Tues. night, Jan. 31, Gambier was
treated to an appearance by the Woody Her- man Orchestra or "herd" as they have been
known in the past. The band is now under the

f
.

'J

direction of Frank Teglia, a long-tim- e
mem
ber of the band with Woody Herman. The
band is continuing with the name of Woody
Herman, Woody himself having died last
year

The band opened the first half with a

mix- -

By Renee Staton

trary, said Cole, has been very much alive
and on the increase during the past eight

are still alive in 1989.
male, of color and white,
together we must "wage a righteous war" to
overcome the schisms they bring to American
society. This was the main message of Dr.
Johnetta B. Cole's Jan. 30 Martin Luther
King Address.
A graduate of Oberlin College with an MA
and PhD in anthropology from Northwestern University,
Cole has taught at

years.
Cole brought forth examples such as the
rise in racial incidents on college campuses
and the recent march by which supremists in
Atlanta which called for an end to the
changes Martin Luther King pushed for. She
also cited recent statistics such as a Department of Justice study which found a 55 percent increase in racial incidents between 1980
and 1987, and a 1988 National Urban League

Racism and sexism

and

Hunter College,

the

University

of

Massachusetts at Amherst and Washington
State University. She is currently serving as
president of Spelman College in Atlanta,
Georgia; the first women of color to hold the
position. Cole is very interested in the history
and future role of women of color in the
United States.
Cole began her discussion by acknowledging the roles played by women, especially
women of color, during the Civil Rights
Movement, and she emphasized the importance of telling herstory as well as history.
Cole said that the work done by women during the movement was often in the framework of organizational activities and so not
as immediately visible as that work done by
men, who often filled higher leadership positions.
In recognition

of their contributions, Cole

cited the efforts of Daisey Brooks, Rosa
Parks, Fanny Lou Hammand and "all the
mothers who stood in school yards of
South." She credited women throughout

the
the

to raise much needfood and money, and those who volunteered for
Cole also introduced the
work of Ruby Doris Smith, a Spelman
graduate, where Cole is President, who was
highly active in the Student
country who volunteered
ed

sit-in- s.

Non-Viole-

nt

Campaign.
Cole stated that the Civil Rights movement
brought "a banning together of women regardless of color to overcome that issue."
Racism was the most important issue to be
dealt with, and only after progress was made
to combat racism first could the women's
movement begin and advancement toward
sexual equality be made.
In the second half of her address, Cole
discussed the continuing effects
American society. Racism did

'he Civil

bari-sax-

es

The crowd for the first half was of a decent
size, filling the center section of Rosse, plus
most of the balcony. The number of people
that left after the first act was slightly disappointing, and it turned out that that was their
loss. The highlight of the second act was a
melodic piece by Fore entitled "Pavan" that
featured soloists on bassoon and brass
clarinet, as well as two flute parts. The
prescence of these instruments in a jazz setting was surprising in a very pleasant way, as
both player demonstrated their ability to the
definite enhancement of the piece. The bands
close number was a version of "Fanfare to the
Common Man," by Aaron Copeland, that
was given a very definite Woody Herman
stamp, and benefitted from the treatment.
This was one number where the power of the
trumpet section was both welcome and

Although I received the impression that
some of the crowd was disappoined in the
lack of big band tunes, the experience of the
Woody Herman Orchestra was well worthwhile. It is heartening that the work of the
great bandleader is carrying on in his
and that it is carrying on in a strong
ab-scen-

ce,

fashion.

Articulates Urgency To Wage War Against Sexism And Racism

Cole
Female

ture of standard tunes, starting off with "You
ain't got a thing if you ain't got that swing,"
and following with "The Four Brothers,"
"Woodchoppers Ball," and several other including tributes to Charlie Parker and John
Coltrane. The first half showcased the individual talents of the band, with nearly
every member soloing at one point or
another. All were generally strong, yet there
were really no individual standouts, at least
in the first half. The band's sound was very
tight, although it was smaller band than the
last time I had seen the Woody Herman orchestra, that time with his "Young Thundering Herd."
The band here was made up of five trumpets, four saxes, three trombones, piano,
bass and drums. There was a slight tendency
for the trumpets to overpower the soloists,
although not to any great degree. The pianist
also could have been more prominent, as his
solos were perhaps those that suffered most
from overpowering on the part of the band.
Also notable was the lack of variety in the sax
section, with two tenors and two
making up the entire section. In addition, the
bandleader also was one of the tenor players,
and when he was directing the sound somewhat lost out.

of racism in
not end with
Rights movement, but on the con

Report which shows an increase in the income gap between blacks and whites, a lower
life expectancy for blacks, and an unemployment rate for blacks which is 250 percent
higher than that of whites.
Cole attributed the increase in racism to
the retreat in the responsibility taken by both
federal and state governments during the
Reagan years. She said that as the government repeals laws and demonstrates a lack of
commitment to monitoring racial tension, a

is opened and racism flares.
In closing her discussion, Cole emphasized
the need for continued struggle for diversity
and equality. She called for corrective
scholarship
and serious inquiry toward
understanding the roles of both women and
men as members of the human race. She encouraged the students of today to follow
models of leadership from the past, both
male and female, and said that racism must
first be overcome before sexism can be dealt
with.

period of license

Susan Dobyns Examines Trends in Hawaii
By Ann Tutton
How do people from two entirely different
cultures interact? Susan Dobyns, anthropology candidate, discussed this topic on
Jan. 30 at Bailey House. Her presentation
was entitled, "Rich Man, Poor Man, Beggar
Man, Thief: New Perspectives on Interaction
and Exchange in Contact Period Hawaii.
Dobyns, who teaches at a local community
college in Arizona, was drawn to this topic
primarily due to her own background interests in cultural anthropology and archaeology. She had been doing contract archaeology in Hawaii, on the island of Maui,
and found that between the periods of
prehistory and historic Hawaii, there was a
"black box" which needed to be unlocked. To
do this, Dobyns came across an interesting
idea. She found that there was an enormous
amount of ethnohistoric documents, which
were in storage but went unrecorded as anything relevant. She wanted to find what
relevance these documents did contain and to
do this, she assembled a collection of documents dating from 1778, the year in which
Captain Cook arrived, until 1819, the year
prior to missionary arrival. She wanted to see
what kind of trends were taking place, analyze them and find a pattern of what was
typical and what was not.
What she found, in examining the texts,
was that there were two basic groups involved
in the exchanges. They were the high status
groups, i.e. the elites, and the low status
groups. She classified these groups based on
the descriptions in the texts. The high status
individuals were characterized by lengthy
descriptions which included either a name or
title and a detailed listing of what goods were

exchanged or gifts received. In the case of the
lower status groups, she found that the
descriptions were short, vague and there were
many events ocurring at the same time when
the exchange was taking place.
Dobyns also pointed out that the exchanges were marked by who was interacting
with who and what that meant in terms of
behavior on the part of the Europeans and
the Hawaiians alike. She stated that approximately 80 percent of the 701
documents surveyed were interactions between individuals of like status,
whereas only 20 percent were of mixed
status. Dobyns said that she perceived that
both the Europeans and the Hawaiians acted
in this because not only would those of like
status have similar information to exchange
but also that both their societies would view
it as appropriate behavior to interact with
those from equally high status. This phenomena showed that there was, in essence, a
balance of power between the individuals and
the societies.
Dobyns also analyzed what material goods
were being traded on the part of both the
Hawaiians and the Europeans. She found
that in the high status exchanges, the
materials tended to be highly valuable items.
The Hawaiian elites received real tools, such
as axes and hammers and the Europeans
received gifts, feathers or sandalwood. In low
status situations only basics were given such
as nails, bits of copper, food, water and

wood.
After

all this information,
collecting
Dobyns was able to make assessments about
the interactions between these two cultures.
She determined that in most cases, there had
been unfair accusations made about the

Hawaiian's behavior. It was often generalized
that they robbed the Europeans ragged. In
fact, she found that both quantitatively and
qualitatively, this was completely heresay.
Dobyns says that the number of thefts was
small and in 40 percent of the cases of
theft, the goods were returned to the owner.
Also, the goods that were stolen were most
often of low quality and unimportant. The
point was that there had been these sweeping
generalizations made about the Hawaiians
that were not true.
Dobyns concluded by stating that she
hoped by her research that the "black box"
would be that much closer to being opened.
However, she emphasized how difficult it
would be to ever get a truly clear and accurate picture of life during this time period
since most of the archaeology being done was
in "backwoods" areas and the soil is so poor
that most of the material evidence has been
lost or stolen. Also she said that because
there are so many research teams out in the
field that it would be difficult to make accurate assessments because of the difficulty
to collect information correctly.
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Debate
Spurs
Integration Of Excluded
..... Into Curriculum
,..a,
ikr
.
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Over the past few years an effort has been
made to evaluate and revise aspects of the
academic and social environment at Kenyon.
Changes have been advocated so as to better
equate the Kenyon environment to the environment which graduating students will
confront in the "real world." The awaiting
environment is not one of homogeneity of attitude and experience, but one of diversity.
One of the most comprehensive recommendations for socialacademic change came
out of the "Report on the Quality of Life for
Women Students at Kenyon." This report
was a product of the Task Force on the
Quality of Life for Women at Kenyon which
was a panel composed of students, administrators and faculty selected by President
Philip H. Jordan, Jr. Part of the Task
Force's work centered on making recommen's
dations for change based on surveying
women's attitudes and by comparing
the status of women at Kenyon to that of
other Great Lakes College Association
(GLCA) Colleges. Some recommendations
such as the elimination of the inequitable
system have been imhousinglottery
plemented. Others such as the elimination of
currently existing eating arrangements in
Peirce Hall apparently will not be implemented (See Senate Meeting, Jan. 25,
1989).

Amidst the recommendations and changes
occutring as a result of the GLCA Task
Force, another impetus for change is forming
through the efforts of two students: Krista
Roybal and Sarah Cunningham. These
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language policy by including it in course
syllabi as a grammatical requirement.
2. At the discretion of the faculty member,
recognition of women and minorities will be
expressed by a.) including them within course

content or b.) handing out bibliographies of
these perspectives so that students are aware
that these issues exist.
3. To include within "The Faculty Performance Review" an indication that the notable
qualities of professors include their incorporation of minoritywomen perspectives; or
the expectation that an excellent professor is

By Julie Emig

was brought to Kenyon through the Ohio
Poetry Circuit and the will of Sheila Jordan.
He cheerfully referred to the "circuit" as a circus," having spent the past few days bounding from reading to reading. He was pleased,
however, to be at Kenyon, having the opportunity to share his work at the school of
alumnus John Crowe Ransom. At one point
in the reading, Grennan even read from a tattered selection of Ransom's poetry. Grennan's presentation was genuis: his accent,
refreshing.

This past Sunday, Feb. 5, in Peirce
Lounge, Kim McMullen introduced the Irish
poet Eamon Grennan to a group of expectant
students, faculty and friends. McMullen,
who teaches an Irish writers' seminar at Kenyon, finds the subject "challenging and
stimulating" and was quite delighted to present a "live article" representative of the intriguing field of Irish poetry. "Eamon Grennan," McMullen said, "can recognize in a
garbage man's heap on the back of a ascent
of an angel." McMullen went on to point out
the freshness of Grennan's poetry because it
viewed American society from a foreigner's
perspective. Then, Grennan turned to his audience.
Grennan, presently an associate instructor
at Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,

THi
I

WHY HAUE u)S

.1.. .u
nl
c.i
their
the students presented
Subsequently,
petition at the December Faculty Meeting
and were open for questions and clarification
of the position. Faculty members were
generally supportive and enthusiastic that
students were becoming involved with this
issue although some resistance was evident.
The most recent step in the progression
toward curricular change was a presentation
during the Jan. 24, 1989 Academic Policy
Committee Meeting. Although suggestions
such as contacting the Academic Affairs
Committee and individual department heads
were made, this meeting failed to clarify what
exactly was meant by the "appropriate channels of the College." A letter has been written
to the Academic Policy Committee asking
for a formal response to the following recommendations: Recommendaions for the Incorporation of Women and Minorities into the
Kenyon Curriculum.
1.
The enforcement of the inclusive

i

rpcnprtfnl nf
mi
perspec
of women and minority
respectful
tives as well as the classical positions.
4. The incorporation of women and
minority perspectives into introductory
courses where the survey nature of these
courses most readily reflects social realities.
5. An inquiry into the possibility of
creating a Women and Minority Studies
department as an integral part of the Kenyon
curriculum.
6. The involvement of students on the
faculty retreat so that the students' perspective is included in the formation of the curriculum.
7. A particular

focus

on

women

and

minorities during the reevaluation of the Collection Review of the Olin Library.
INTENT: Our greatest interest is to see
that the nature of the course content reflects
the intellectual realities of the world. In this
way Kenyon students will become better
prepared to confront a diverse world; have a
greater resource of knowledge and ideas from
which to work; and consequently have a
greater understanding of themselves.
Currently, Cunningham and Roybal are
collecting paragraph statements from individuals who have either experienced
dissatisfaction with their education due to the
exclusion of womenminority perspectives or
have explicit examples where the women
minority perspective has been excluded
or devaluated in a class. One student submitted the following:
see

INTERGRATION
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Eamon Grennan Offers 'Simple Beauty and Mystery'

women have helped formalize a recommendation for the incorporation of women and
minority scholars into the curriculum. The
idea for the recommendation initially began
in October of 1988 during a discussion on
"Patriarchy in Academia" sponsored by the
Women's Network. This discussion uncovered many problems with the current
academic offerings at Kenyon. For example,
one Honors English major cited that during
GRE exams she was not able to identify certain women writers due to her unfamiliarity
with them. Other students revealed that at
Kenyon inclusive language is not used in the
classroom and that some faculty members
even "correct" the use of heshe. It was also
mentioned that students are going to other
colleges during summer break to take courses
unavailable at Kenyon on such topics as
Feminist Theory or Black Poets.

The Comic Strip

.

one-fift-

Ken-yon-

KEN

..,

With the help of the Women's Network,
these students created a petition advocating
the incorporation of more women and
minority scholars into the curriculum. Within
a two day period, 275 student supporters
h
of the
signed the petition; roughly
student body. The petition was submitted to
Cornelia Hallinan, a trustee of the College, at
the Trustee Board's meeting during the last
week of October. The students' then presented the petition to the December Faculty
Meeting and the Jan. 24, 1989 Academic
Policy Committee Meeting.
The Trustee Board apparently believes the
collegiate committees should consider the
petition prior to their discussion of the issue.
According to a letter written on Nov. 9, 1988
by Provost Reed Browning to Gordon Johnson, Chair of Academic Policy Committee,
"Ms. Hallinan and the Board believed that
the petition should be sent through the appropriate channels of the College and the
President; the Academic Dean, and I believe
that the Academic Policy Committee is the
appropriate committee to consider the document. The Board did not discuss it." The
students, upon reading this letter, were unsure if the "appropriate channels of the College" were inclusive of the President, Academic Dean and Academic Policy Committee
or if these individualsgroups were additional
"channels" that should probably consider the
matter. A step by step progression toward
gaining approval for curricular change does
not seem to currently exist.

By Connie Connick
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The poet shares his words with a special,
careful emphasis. He pounds out that which
he wishes to underline with his right hand,
gesturing with every other syllable or word.
In one of his poems as he read the line,
"Everything depends on walking tall," he
stood up on the balls of his feet with "thing"
and "tall." He is gently animated, introducing
each subject with his entire self. Grennan
quoted Eliot's "You only have language for
that which you no longer have to say." In
Grennan's poetry, this shows itself to be true.

Rovi

1H6

NITY LengfcS,
SWVl-ot-

--

Grennan read pieces from various works,
including his most recent publication, What
Light There Is. He said that the point of a
poetry reading is to "offer a thumbnail print
of the self." Grennan not only offered a
thumbnail print of himself, but also offered
to his audience the simple beauty and

mystery in all of ourselves. He writes of
universal topics: the death of a parent, a
child waiting for a school bus, deer feeding in
the woods, the middle aged predicament, a
couple's separation. He punctuates each
event with enthralling description of detail,
shading each object with unique texture.
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Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead: Great Comedy
By
Continuing

Chris Myott

the Bolton Theatre's 10th

niversary season, the
Dramatic Club is proud
Stoppard's famous comedy

an-

Kenyon College
to present Tom
Rosencrantz and

are Dead. This world-famowill be presented on the Bolton
Theater's stage on February 10, 11, 17, and 18
at 8:00 p.m.
Under the direction of Professor of Drama
Thomas Turgeon, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead presents the behind the scenes
story of one of Shakespeare's most famous
tragedies, Hamlet. Stoppard has skillfully in
Guildenstern

tragi-come-

us

dy

Evangelist Jed Smock
By

Sloane

Jed Smock

Evangelist

created quite a

as he preached the Gospel on
path in front of the S.A.C. last

disturbance
middle

has given new life to an old theme, that of
fate and what two simple men can do to
avoid it. As noted above, Scott Hinckley and
Chad Taylor appear in the title roles with
Larry Grimm contributing to the action in

the part of the Player. John Good appears as
Hamlet and Brenda McElroy presents the
role of Ophelia. Other cast members include
Tad Troilio as Polonius, Jay Alexander,
Keith Harris, Noah Reibel, Konrad Matthei,
and Gerald Lynn as tragedians and Damian
Rodgers as the soldier.

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead

Comes to Kenyon
garbage," sayd Grey. "Then I got
interested because it was humorous. The best
part was when he said, "That night in Burger
King, I found the king of kings Jesus
Christ."
Stephanie Ehrlich ('89), who also listened
to Smock for two hours, said "It was intriguing and exciting for Gambier. It surprised us
that students stood up to his racism and sexism. There were men speaking against sexism, women defending fraternities and
heterosexuals defending homosexuals. It was
interesting to see people arguing with him."
"He made people speak" Grey said. "A lot
of times, people on this campus fail to speak
up and articulate. It was a circumstantial
thing."

is

designed by Madeline Sobota, assistant pro

fessor of Drama, with costumes designed by
Jean Brookman, also an assistant professor
of drama. The show is being produced on a
minimalist platform set with Elizabethan
costuming. The producer is senior Annie
Wickham and the stage managers are Alison
Furlong and Missy McGary.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead is
a truly great comedy and one that everyone
should see. The Bolton Theatre box office is
open Monday through Saturday, 1:00 to 5:00
p.m. and one hour before each performance.
Tickets are free to students with ID and are
available at a minimal cost for community
members.

SUITCASE LOTTERY

it was real

Karron

A

terwoven the words of the bard with musings
of two of Hamlet's college chums, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, otherwise known as
Scott Hinckley and Chad Taylor. The pair,
called in by Hamlet's Uncle and Mother,
Chris Toft and Meg Paczak, unwittingly
serve as pawns in the tragic tale of court intrigue and death. Stoppard's writing is amazingly witty given the subject matter and the
show is one of the must see comedies of the
year. Stoppard's innovative use of the story
of Hamlet has created one of the best twentieth century comedies to date.
Under the influence of such great existential dramas as Waiting for Godot Stoppard

warm
Wednesday. Amidst unusually
weather, students gathered, mouths agape,
amusedly watching and sometimes arguing
with the former university professor.
Smock, who described on the cover of his
book Who will Rise Up? as "a fiery preacher
who compels you to radical Christianity,"
preaches against homosexuality,
sex and "equality." "Equal people aren't free
and free people will never be equal," stated
Smock. He added that women are men's servants who should serve men voluntarily. "If a
woman is the breadwinner then the man has
lost his position of authority and then should
be the servant."
While Smock attracted a large audience,
many that surrounded him were amused, and
called the
some tried to argue. Smock
students "God haters," among other accusations, and told them that, "A lot of your
professors are just raping your minds."
Liv Grey ('89), who watched him for two
hours, wrote down many of the things Smock
said. "We started listening to him and at first
pre-marit-

al

"I was only there for about five minutes,
and what he said really offended me," Sara
Peabody ('92) said. "He was a Iiteralist; he
read the Bible word for word failing to
recognize the more universal meaning."
Heather Ahlburn ('92), who was offended
at Smock's insistence that women are men's
servants, stated, "If he wanted to come here
and make people listen to his opinion, he
should have listened to ours, which he did
not do."

Don't forget to buy a lottery ticket ($5.00) from any Social Board member in Peirce
or Gund.
Win an
paid trip for two to FT. LAUDERDALE. Feb.
Event
takes place in ShoppesLower Dempsey at 4:30 p.m. Fri., Feb. 10. Drawing is at 5:15
p.m. sharp. Bring a suitcase and be prepared to leave immediately if you win. However,
other great prizes will be given away.
all-expen-

10-1-

ses

2.

Call for Women's Month's Logos
Planning is still underway for Women's
Month at Kenyon which is scheduled for
March 20 to April 21. The Women's Month
committee, headed by Professors Ryn Edwards and Melissa Dabakis, wants to remind
the community that they are still looking for
designs for logos. In commemoration of
"Twenty Years of Women at Kenyon," the
logo designs should embody an image which
reflects the variety of women's experiences at
Kenyon and in the community. All the
designs will be exhibited in a central location
during Women's Month this semester. The
Art Subcommittee of the Women's Month
Committee will jury the submissions.
Deadline for submissions is Feb. 28. Entries
from the Kenyon and greater GambierKnox
County community are welcome and should

be submitted to Melissa Dabakis, Biology
Building 121, ext. 5381.
In addition, if any women from the College or the community are interested in showing their art work in a special display, they
should also contact Ms. Dabakis.
Once again Women's Month begins March
20 and will include the following events,
among others: "Women's Voices" in Peirce
Lounge, Chris Cozad's Kar Kare for Klutzes
g
of feminist and historical
and a
songs by women. Highlights include distinguished speakers, such as poet, Sharon
Olds; comedian, Claire Berger and Rhonda
Rivera.
Be sure to read Newscope and the Collegian for more information concerning
sing-alon-

Women's Month.

KFS Films
more than this, mixing fact with
rumor to create an amazing and powerful
film. Hulce is annoying and obnoxious as the
giggling Mozart; Abraham is powerful and
frightening as the obsessed Salieri. Amadeus
is in part, historically accurate. Mozart, from
the letters he left behind him, seems to have
been "a fellow who can scribble some of the
greatest music the world has ever heard amid
about
rude jokes, with no
either," according to Vincent Canby of the
New York Times. And Salieri was, in fact, a
mediocre composer. As for the rest . . .
decide for yourself Stephanie Klein
is much

Amadeus
Amadeus.

Directed

Screenplay by Peter
Murray Abraham and
minutes. Rated

by Milos Forman.
Shaffer. Starring F.
Tom Hulce. 1984. 158

PG.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Undeniably
one of history's greatest musical geniuses, the
story of his life in Amadeus is told from the
point of view of his contemporary, Antonio
Salieri. Salieri feels that music is his way to
praise God; that music, therefore,
is
beautiful as only

the divine can be. Unfortunately, Salieri has no great talent.
Enter Mozart. Salieri, upon first hearing
Mozart play, describes the prodigy's music:
"It seemed to me the voice
of God." Unfortunately, Mozart is anything but saintly.
Rude, crude, and obscene in his behavior and
his sense
Salieri

of humor, Mozart personifies to

everything a musical genius should not

self-consciousn-

10:00

Fri.2:00

ess

Sun.

A Fish Called Wanda
A Fish Called Wanda. Directed by Charles
Crichton. Starring John Cleese, Jamie Lee
Curtis, Kevin Kline and Michael Palin. 108
minutes. 1988. Rated R.

be.

Gerald Clarke of Time
simplifies the
'heme of this movie as
"God's inexplicable
gift

of genius to a lout (Mozart, as Shaffer
and his assignment
to someone who is eminently
deserving (the devout Salieri)." But Amadeus
conceives his character),
f mediocrity

A Fish Called Wanda has been hailed as
one of the funniest films of the past several
years by critics across the country. Monty
Python veterans John Cleese and Michael
Palin team up with American stars Jamie Lee
Curtis and Kevin Kline for this offbeat comic

around the black division of the United
States army outside the suspicious town of
Tynin, Alabama. The murder of a black
sergeant, named Waters (Adolph Caesar) has
taken place. Most people suspect it was the
work of the infamous Ku Klux Klan. However, the army insists on an investigation of
the crime and assigns Captain Davenport
(Howard E. Rollins Jr.) to find the culprit.
Being the first black officer most of the men
have seen in camp, his fellow soldiers are
delighted with his presence. Davenport is a
very serious, sober Harvard graduate from
Washington who takes his investigation with
pride and resists the enthusiasm of the black
enlisted men. He detects a tension within the
camp, and discovers a resentment that existed between the former sergeant and his
men. It soon become clear that the murder
was one of personal motives.
A Soldier's Story is an interesting film that
examines the problem of racial tension from
8:00 Fri.10:00 Sat.
an unusual perspective. To center around the
racial problems within a black unit of the army is a creative and effective approach. This
is a movie that makes one conscious of racial
by
A Soldier's Story. Directed
Norman
Story must be
Jewison. Starring Howard E. Rollins and issues and motives. A Soldier's
Wyss
seen.
Ned
Adolph Caesar 1984. 159 minutes. Rated PG.

look at the love-hat- e
relationship between the
British and the Americans. Cleese, who also
wrote the screenplay, stars as a stuffy English
attorney who has grown bored with his comfortable, familiar existence. His life suddenly
changes, though, when he winds up defending one of an oddly assorted gang of jewel
thieves. Among the thieves is Curtis, a seductive con woman who takes a liking to Cleese
when he becomes the accidental owner of an
extremely valuable item from the gang's ren
dollar heist. Kline stars as
cent
d
American partner to Curtis
the
and Palin provides a hilarious role as the
comic accomplice to this twisted gang.
A criminally funny comedy, A Fish Called
Wanda will have you roaring with laughter.
It's peculiar brand of humor and conniving
thrills will entertain you like you haven't been
entertained in quite awhile. Brian Theil
multi-billio-

mean-spirite-

A Soldier's Story

The year in 1944 and the drama centers

8:00 Sat. .78:00 Sun.
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Lords Stun Allegheny While Ladies Struggle in Conference
By

Russell Brightman

e
final minute. The Pennsylvania
basket with 45
native scored a three-poiseconds to play, but the Gators tied it at 75.
Kenyon tried to get the hot
After a time-ou- t,
McDonald a shot to win it, but a double team
forced him to pass to Alcorn, who drilled a
with just two seconds remaining. Final score: Kenyon 78, Allegheny 75.
"I was just open and I hit the shot," said
Alcorn. "It was great to play like that near
my home."

dream-lik-

at Allegheny, the number eight team in Divi-

sion III.
The past two weeks or so have shown that
this team is not yet ready to concede anything
to anybody in the NCAC. Against Oberlin at
home a week ago, the Lords dominated the
first half with hot outside shooting and some
timely defense.
Freshman Eric Nuermberger put Kenyon
up by fifteen with seven minutes to go in the
his third field
half by canning a
goal in three Lord possessions. Then, with
seconds left in the half, fellow freshman Jeff
Pfriem completed a conventional three-poihalftime lead.
play to give Kenyon a 9
In the second half, sophomore guard Matt
Alcorn slowed an early Yeoman spurt with
In addition to leading the
two
team with 16 points, Alcorn and senior Brian
McDonald hounded one of the league's top
scorers, Chip Wianarski, all night, slowing
the Oberlin offense. Nuermberger also had
of eleven
sixteen and Pfriem had career-high- s
points and six rebounds.
A trip to Allegheny was supposed to be the
trip from hell, but instead it turned out to be
divine. Down by as many as 21 in the second
half, Kenyon rallied for one of the school's
biggest basketball wins ever, and perhaps the
biggest upset in Division III this season.
In front of a large Allegheny crowd, due to
an alumni function, the Lords played flawlessly for the final twelve minutes of the game.
"It all happened so quickly," remarked
assistant coach Erick Piscopo. "But it seemed
like there was no way we were going to be
three-pointe- r,

nt

50-2-

three-pointer- s.

stopped."
The hot hand of McDonald enabled the
Lords to creep within ten with six minutes to
play. Tough inside play by senior Darryl
Shankle and Kutz pused the Lords to three
down with just under two minutes to play.
Kutz took the ball in the low post and tied
the score with a devastating slam and free
throw, as he was fouled. An Allegheny free
2
on the next possession.
throw made it
Alcorn then turned the Gators back with a
73-7-

nt

three-point-

er

points.
After arriving on campus at 3 a.m. Sunday
morning, coach Bill Brown gave the team the
day off, despite having to turn around and
1 1

visit Division I Youngstown St.
"It's a rare opportunity you get to play
above your level like this, but we just didn't
have the time or energy to prepare," said
Brown after the Youngstown game.
This was obvious, as the Lords were
behind from beginning to end. An atrocious
shooting night, combined with jitters that
came from playing such a team, led to a 3
The Lords hit just 19 of 62 shots, including
range. Kutz led
two of 25 from three-poithe team with 12 points and senior John Nee-l- y
added ten.
"They just didn't go down," noted Brown.
"But we're still excited about our conference
schedule. I'd prefer to play these kind of
games in the
but at least we had
no injuries."
Brown also pointed out that the Allegheny
game threw a wrench into the conference
race. Now, Wooster and OWU, whom Kenyon played last night, have new hope for the
conference title. For the Lords, it means only
one more NCAC win will secure home court
advantage for the tournament. It could come
this weekend, so head down to Ernst this
Saturday for a 2 p.m. contest with the
Wooster Scots.
pre-seaso-

n,

three-pointe-

Women's Basketball
Junior Leslie Douglas led the Ladies in losses to Oberlin and Allegheny.

Men's Indoor Track
Freshman Mark Vacha won the 1,000 at OWU while Charlie Jacobs, a senior, placed
e
fifth in the
race.
two-mil-

Women's Indoor Track
Seniors Stasha Wyskiet and Anne Powell were

1-

-2

in the

shot put this past weekend..

Men's Swimming
Junior Tom Shinabeck qualified for nationals-ithe 100 butterfly while senior Jeff
Perkins was impressive in the 200 IM and the 200 butterfly. Senior John Curtin
n

diving.

Women's Swimming
Against Kentucky, freshman Carrie Nealort won the 500 free and placed 2nd in the 200
free. Sophomore Kami Mathews set a pool record, junior Missy Nelson had a pair of
seconds, and senior Erin Finneran closed out her home career on record-settin400
relay team.
g

:

si.

10

Vi
Freshman Nicole Dunn looks lo pass behind an Allegheny player.

Women's Basketball
By Scott Johnson

nt

Sophomore Matt Alcorn, coming off the bench, led Kenyon to two NCAC wins, over
r
Oberlin and Allegheny. His
versus the Gators gave Kenyon an upset win at
the buzzer.

eter

r

o
o

drubbing.

Men's Basketball

1-m-

'

777'

90-4-

Lords and Ladies of the Week

established Kenyon records for

.r'

Added Piscopo: "Our guys showed the
confidence and pride they have. It seems like
what we did to them, so many teams have
been doing to us."
Alcorn finished with 15 points, Kutz had
19, McDonald 18, and Shankle a career best

Last Saturday the Ladies took one on tr
chin at home against the Gators of Alleghe:
In the losing effort their leading la:
,
was senior Heather Spencer. She scoret
team high 16 points on the day.
Sophomore Shelley Webb was Kenc:
high rebounder with 5. This was the seer,
time this season that Webb had led the La:
80-5-

basketball team suffered a
minor setback in its upward climb
North Coast Athletic Conference standings
k
with
losses to Oberlin and
The

Ladies

back-to-bac-

Allegheny this past week.
These losses offset two victories over Case
Western Reserve and Wooster last week.
Their current record is now
overall and
4
in the NCAC.
5-- 14

4--

in

0.

rebounding.

i

Last Wednesday, the team travelled nor j
ward for a night game against the ilv.
see

BASKETBALL
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Paddle Tennis Grows Behind
By M.H. Stearns

Devised in 1928 as a winter substitute for
lawn tennis, platform tennis has continued to
grow as a favored pastime with many variations for athletes of all levels here on the hill.'
Located between the Mather residence and
the fabulous and efficient Gund dining hall,
the Kenyon platform court sits primarily
unknown to many, isolated in its own little
abyss.
Officially, the game is played on a raised
platform surrounded by a 12' high intricately
woven wire mesh, off of which balls may be
played on.ee they have bounced inside the 44'
by 20' miniature tennis court. Scored like
regular tennis, platform tennis is played only
in doubles, and the server is only allowed a
single serve.
Players use a wooden or fiber glass paddle
designed for aero dynamic use which limits
wind resistance on those days with the arctic
wind chill, the Kenyon sponsor of equipment
seems to be Sorba, with its light weight, firm
grip, and sledge hammer delivery. The playing ball is made of sponge rubber covered
with orange fuzz, unless you play with summer balls with the mix and match green fuzz.
At Kenyon, there are many variations to
the standard form of platform tennis. Paddle
ball, idiot ball, Heck, many people call it
paddle tennis, which of course, as any old
Joe knows, is simply another sport entirely.
Recently, Pieter "newt" Wernink, former
1FC president, has been preparing to delve
into the bureaucratic "red tape" here on the
hill, in order to start PUSS, Paddle Users
Social Society, the official platform tennis
club. Wernink states, "I wanted to break

I

Gum

down some of the social barriers at Kernr
and I figured the 100 beer club wouldn't;:
enough monetary support."
John Totaro, junior crutch man and !.
stud, who was injured some months back
an idiot ball tournament, quotes: "I th:
every red blooded American kid should hi
an idiot ball court in their back yard
worked for me, it can work for you."
The most exciting version of the gar
has tot
aside from full contact skini-bal- l,
the Be.xley 109 founded art of IDIOT ball r
itial destruction if on target). Played with l
to four on a side, the platform is turned ir
a vicious battle field. Scored like tennis, r
game is made for menwomen who have it
know how to shed their "whites," and suit
for an afternoon of hard hitting and fast pa.
ed drinking.
Idiot ball entails the mediums of racqut
ball, tennis, bull fighting, movie watchir.:
and dead on accuracy as you attempt tosco
an "idiot" by hitting your opponent with if
orange fuzz ball. While you may pass theK
to your teammates, be careful not to let if
ball bounce more than two times on a siu
and never hit the ball out of the chicken "'
grid iron, for if you do so, get your keys
your throat open for a mandatory she
gun.
Platform tennis and its many variations!
a year round medium for the strong
desirous athlete looking to cross n;
horizons. Platform tennis, the fastest sp
on two feet, requires a strict diet of chtt
balls and beer, and a devout loyalty to i
code of the court: once an idiot, always
idiot. See you on the court, if you think yf
can handle it.
--

o-a-

nd

An impressive win streak came to a
screeching halt this past Monday night, but
not before the man's basketball team had
reeled off four straight wins, including one

will'-an-

d
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Thought Ohio Had No Ice Hockey

And You
Dickie Dunn

By

timeEddie Shore" approach.
remained scoreless as Packard, subbing
for Pete "teabagger" Bowperson, who decided to spend the semester in Colorado with
everybody's favorite Stu "pid" Sargeant,
It

If you weren't there, you missed it! On
Saturday afternoon at Oberlin's ice palace,
an electrified and unruly fan club witnessed
an ice hockey game of phenomenal proportions between
Oberlin

Small-Artisan-

of excitement,

s.

the Kenyon Chiefs and the
It included elements

confrontation,

desperation,

but ultimately ended in disappintricate teamwork, which
The
ointment.
featured precise paccing, shooting, and comexplosive forechecking and
munication,
backchecking could not provide enough success for a third Chiefs win in a row. However, the strongly fought battle had people
ranting and raving about a rematch.
John "who stole my
Injured player-coac- h
jacket last night" Totaro appeaed jittery
because the "makin' it look mean" team van
(an anonymous source
was running late
witnessed the van stopping for beer, tequila,
porn, and foil). As the referees threatened
to leave, goalie Ben "eat my fudge" Packard
stormed onto the ice, meeting the thunderous
ovation of the crowd.
The game began in typical fashion: each
dub carefully testing the abilities of the
other. The gameplans slowly took shape as
unleashed a physical attthe
ack while the Chiefs adhered to an "old- inebriation,

X

7
on

Small-Artisa-

ns

2--

Small-Artisa-

0,

ns

Hard-workin-

because a lot of the big guns were absent due
to the flu. We could have given Kentucky a
better run for their money if our whole team
had been represented", commenied Perkins.
Regardless, senior Tom Creech proved he
had no maladies whatsoever when he completed the 400 I.M. (4: 16.2) with an
best and national qualifying time. Then,
Creecher wrangled the Raiders in the 500 free
(4:44.7), finishing only hairs behind the Kentucky foes.
Other top finishers for the men included
Nash (10:03.7) and Sporte (10:09.6) in the
1000 free, Peters (2:14.3) and Magowan
(2:19.1) in the 200 breaststroke, and Pat
Kearney (47.9) in the 100 free. The Lords
went out of the meet with a bang by winning
Schmidt,
the 400 free relay including
Kearney, Michael and Howell (3:08.97).
While competing in their own league on
Saturday, the Lords squashed both Ohio
Wesleyan and Oberlin, in lieu of swimming
Junior Tom Schinabeck was a

ig lad
red

steered away several chances. But the Chiefs
defense suffered a lull in intensity as the artisans big guy roared past defenseman Bill
"buy me bigger pants and I'll produce"
Gerstler and scored at the 12:32 mark. Just
thirty seconds later, Oberlin scored again to
make it
bad guys.
In between periods, the Chiefs received an
inspirational pep talk from Mike "Darth
Vader" Nauen, who used such terms as anarchy, blood, and revolution. Assistant coach
Mark Stearnioooooooo suggested the Chiefs
employ a more physical style, and the Chiefs
returned with fire in their eyes.
The fourth line, led by goons Chip "mighty
mite" Rome and Russell "I've never skated
with a stick before" Brightman punished the
with relentless checking. At
Tearse
the 5:34 mark, Chris "kind-bud- "
broke into the zone, causing the Oberlin
g
goalie to leave the net.
Daaawnie Thomas collected the rebound and
scored.
Two minutes later, Dawson "smell my
kneepads" Driscoll stole the puck, went in
alone, and deeked the keeper for the
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After another brutally fatiguing double-dua- l
meet weekend, the Kenyon swimmers
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victoriously on Saturday when the
defeated Ohio Wesleyan University
and the Lords crushed Ohio Weslin a
and Oberlin (66-2-
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Although the women (147-93- )
and the men
(145-84)
lost to the University of Kentucky
n Friday,
the swimmers and divers set new
Pool records and achieved several
best times before
devastating their own conference competitors
in-seas-

on

on Saturday.
Lords' meet against Kentucky,
iss nf' junior Jon Howell put the Division I studs in
;t spof their place by winning the 50 freestyle in a
quick 21.18
chees
Jeff
seconds. Senior
Perkins, took third behind Raiders competi-"o- n
to
in both the 200 I.M.
vays i
(2:00.35) and the
200 butterfly
ink
(1:59.05).
'Sickness indeed hurt our team on Friday
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Sophomore Matt Alcorn has been
named the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Player of the Week
9
for his performances in Kenyon's
victory over Oberlin College and 5
victory over Allegheny College.
Alcorn came off the bench to score
31 points in the 2 games including a
team-hig- h
16 against Oberlin. He was
the only Lord to score in double
figures in both games. Additionally, he
was 7 of 13 from
range. He
completed the week by scoring the
g
basket against Allegheny, a
with 2 seconds remaining on the clock.
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78-7-
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Track
.

The Lords and Ladies traveled to
Ohio Wesleyan University for the second consecutive week to participate in
a
with Ohio Wesleyan and
Case Western Reserve University. The
Lords finished third with a tally of 19
points. Ohio Wesleyan took top honors
with 86 points, followed by Case
Reserve with 64. The Ladies also placed third with 14 points. Ohio Wesleyan
again took the top spot with 120
points, followed by the Spartans with
tri-me-

Kentucky

e
national qualifier in the 100 butterfly with a blazing 51.86, leaving the Division III opponents merely a blur in his waves.
"It was nice to see the competition, or lack
thereof, that will be awaiting us at Conferences", remarked Perkins after the Saturday slaughter.
The Ladies, as well, had a weekend replete
outstanding races. Against Kentucky, freshman Carrie Nealon won the 500 freestyle
(5:08.54), with an
best time, and
placed second in the 200 free (1:58.09).
Junior Missi Nelson also placed second in
both the 200 I.M. (2:12.5), and close behind
Nealon in the 500 free (5:09.7).
Sophomore Kami Mathews seized first and
set a new pool record in the 200 backstroke
(2:10.9). Although they were barely touched
out by the Raiders, an additional pool record
was broken by the 400 relay team consisting
of Finneran, Gury, Stacy and Hockman
(4:05.55).
see SWIMMING page eight
first-tim-
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Some bright spots for the Lords
came from the distance and middle
distance squads, as well as the pole
vaulters. Mark Vacha won the 1,000-yar- d
run in a time of 2:28.3. Charles
Jacobs and Ken Wempe placed fifth
and sixth in the
with respective
times of 10:29 and 10:37. In the pole
vault, Tom Longo and Mike Vezza
each cleared 10 feet for second and
third places, respectively.
Stasha Wyskiel and Anne Powell
took first and second in the shot put
with respective throws of 35'2" and
31'2". They both qualified for the
NCAC indoor championships. Karen
Adams placed third in the long jump
with a leep of 14' 2A" and fourth in
d
the
dash in a time of 69.2
seconds.
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Kenyon swimmer moves ahead in his event as
the Lords and Ladies racked up victories over

both

im:
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NOTES

equalizer. The rest of the period saw the
Chiefs killing off penalties, most notably the
game misconduct levied upon Garrick "John
Holmes" Baker for spearing his stick into the
sphincter of an opponent. And it wasn't of
his mouth or his ears.
At the 3:46 mark of period three, defenseman Hillary Davis fell and the
took a 2 lead. But the first line of
"
Driscoll, Steve
Wrinn, and Frank
"I'm a cowboy at heart" Staley was not to be
d
the puck to
denied. Wrinn
Driscoll who fired the puck between the
minder's legs for his second goal, tying the
score with seven minutes left.
Two late goals by Oberlin put the game out
of reach for Kenyon, but the fireworks were
just beginning. When Tim Harkins and Driscoll teamed up on an Oberlin player for a
scene right out of Double Dragon, the
h
clearwere incensed. A
ing brawl ensued, and the game was called
due to violence.
"If that ref hadn't pulled me away, there'd
be some hurtin' people at Oberlin right now,"
growled Rome. "Did you see me stand up to
that huuuuge guy? Did you?" Right, Chip.
"I would've jumped over to fight," said
Brightman, "but I was afraid I'd fall before I
got there."
see HOCKEY pane eight
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As of Feb. 5 Call The IM
Hotline, 5402, For Schedules!!

winless Yeowomen of Oberlin College. Unfortunately, the victory was not to be had by
the Ladies as they fell hard
Junior Leslie Douglas valiantly tried to
resurrect her fellow teammates by scoring 13
points. While Spencer tried her talents under
the boards and came away with a team high 6
rebounds for the evening.
Freshman standout Nicole Dunn who continues to improve set a new individual record
for blocks in a game this season with 2
against Oberlin.
And even with the two losses in a row, all
things are not looking down for the Ladies.
Spencer continues to hold onto second place
e
in the NCAC scoring race with a 15.3
average. She is also leading the
team with an average of 3.3 assists per game,
which ties her for fourth in the league.
Douglas is holding her own as well by having an average point poduction of .6 points
per game. This places the feisty junior from
Cuyahoga County seventh in the NCAC.
Saturday the Ladies travel to Wooster
Fighting Scots.
9
looking to upset the
49-3-
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6--
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WMD
Team Wombat
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continued from page six
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Sophomore Andy Kutz looks for an open man in
the Lords victory over Oberlin last week.
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PAGE EIGHT

Common Grounds

Wood was sent off for a
penalty.
Goalie Craig "superstar" Meese held his
own, though, and the penalty was killed. A
goal by Bill Richardson sent the limited
crowd into hysterics, and secured the first-evchampionship for the Wiggin St. Bullies.
high-flyin-

Integration
Continued from page four
"Students assume that the material presented
in class on a certain subject is the most important or pertinent information in the field,
unless told otherwise. Therefore, when the
perspective of minorities and women is excluded, it blatantly tells students that these
points of view are inferior in importance. As
one male student expressed after being
presented these ideas, 'I'm sorry, I just never
but I guess it's
thought about this before
like the study they did about teachers paying
special attention to certain students. They
were made to feel important . . . they were
the ones who excelled.' "

...

If you have a similar experience please submit
it to Cunningham or Roybal or drop it off
downstairs in the Crozier Center.

If you did not get a chance to sign the petition and are interested in doing so, the
students will be sitting outside Peirce and
Gund dining halls in the near future to obtain
signatures.
A discussiondebate centered
around this issue featuring Prof. Harry Brod
and Prof. Harry Clor is presently being
considered.

g

two-minu- te

er

Swimming
Continued from page seven
"The experience of swimming superior
teams was good for us and it will definitely
pay off when we get to Nationals" remarked
Jeannine Gury on the Kentucky
meet.
Other notable performances were by Stacy
in the 200 butterfly (2:13.0), Finneran in the
200 back (2: 12.9) and Hockman in the 50 free
(25.4).
Once again the Kenyon divers indisputably
dazzled the spectators as Freshman Ann
Kelley broke her own varsity, freshman, and
with a score of
pool records on the
273.75. For the Lords, senior John Curtain
joined his teammate on the record boards by
a new
tallying 316.50 points on the
varsity and pool record.
Whereas the Ladies completed their dual
meet season this weekend, the Lords are optimistically anticipating next weekend's final
against Division One's Ohio State
and Northwestern Universities.
Perkins claims "the team is pumped and
primed to effortlessly destroy both comwill be the
petitors." Following this
5
Conference Championships February
at Oberlin.
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Continued from page one
"Nightcap with Mozart" by Professor Les
Nickelson have captured the attention of the
customers. The shop's creators hope to involve more faculty so they realize that they
are also welcome.
Maloney said, "We're very excited about
Common Grounds and hope to find people
for next year. Employees have been wonderful. It's amazing how they put in suggestions.
Performances have been great. We're trying
to keep adding new things to make it better."
Presently Common Grounds has 20 employees on 20 shifts with six substitutes and
and five managers. Common Grounds attracts
anywhere from 50 to 200 customers per night.

Feb. 9, 1989
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Alas, it was just at this time that more
n
fans showed up! Smartguys Terry Martin, Phil Fisher, Barend Kidd, Jeff Alpaugh
and Walt Hajduk finally appeared, just in
time to see the altercation of the day.
It seems Stef "love 'em and leave 'em"
Silverman was provoked by a little ratty dude
on Oberlin's team, who called him "pretty
boy". Silverman pulled out an old trick from
freshman year when he tore up the runt's face
with his teeth, causing tempers to flare.
Soon, all was quiet and the day was over,
but not before rumours surfaced pointing to
a buyout of the Chiefs by a small retirement
community in Georgia.
Said Totaro: "Here's to all the h
in big
Ken-yo-
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In the floor hockey

tournament, the Wig-gi- n
St. team (Phi-Kasponsored) came out
on top with two thrilling wins this past Sunday. After cooling off a
Fat Emily team in the morning semis
the team
headed into the finals versus the AD's.
The AD's made it there by virtue of a
forfeit from DKE, who didn't know there
was a game. Said tourney director Dave
Repasky "It's always been my policy to not
tell anybody about the games. Hey, I can't be
responsible for all this. Talk to Barlow, I gotta get some in Columbus."
p
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In any case, ferocious forward Ted Wood,
who scored the only goal in the semis, put the

Wiggin St. stars on top with a dazzling shot.
But the Kappers received a scare when the
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Welcome Back Kenyon Students!
Come on out for a night on the town at Sir James!
Start out with dinner, and bring in this ad and your student
I.D. for $2.00 off any entree (through February).
Then stick around for a while. Play some "Hoops"! Shoot
some pool! Dance! There is NO COVER CHARGE!
And remember:

Friday Night Is Draft Beer Pitcher Nite
Pitchers only $2.00!
See ya soon at Sir James!!

